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 
Abstract— In this paper, we introduce and characterize the 
notions of regional gradient remediability and regionally 
gradient efficient actuators. We study their relationship with 
regional gradient controllability and sensors. As an application, 
we consider the case where the domain is one and two 
dimension. 
 
Index Terms—Efficient actuators, gradient controllability, 
gradient remediability, sensors.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Systems analysis concerns a set of concepts that leads to a 
better knowledge and understanding of the system and their 
evolution. One of the most important concepts is the 
remediability, which consists in studying the existence of a 
convenient operator (efficient actuators) ensuring 
compensation of any disturbance acting in the considered 
systems. This problem, particularly motivated by pollution 
problems, has been introduced and studied first for a class of 
parabolic systems in the case of finite time horizon ]1[ and 
there for hyperbolic systems ]2[. After, it was largely 
developed for other situations (boundary actions of 
disturbance, regional, asymptotic, regional asymptotic, 
enlarged and enlarged asymptotic cases) ]3-7[. Subsequently, 
motivated by practical applications, the concept of 
remediability was extended to the gradient remediability for 
parabolic systems ]8[.  
Since the importance of the so-called regional analysis, we 
have extended the gradient remediability to the regional case.  
This paper is organized as follows: In the second paragraph, 
we start by presenting the problem statement. Then, we 
introduce the definitions of the new notions of exact regional 
gradient remediability and weak regional gradient 
remediability and their characterizations.  
By analogy with the relation between the gradient 
remediability and the gradient controllability examined in 
previous work ]8[, it is then natural to study, in the paragraph 
3, the relationship between the regional gradient 
remediability and the regional gradient controllability. We 
show  that the regional gradient remediability is weaker and 
more supple than the regional gradient controllability of the 
parabolic systems, that is to say, if a parabolic system is 
regionally gradient controllable, then it is regionally gradient 
remediable. 
In paragraph 4, we give a characterization of regional gradient 
remediability, which shows that the regional gradient 
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remediability of any parabolic system may depend on the 
structure of the actuators and sensors. Then we introduce and 
we characterize the notion of regionally gradient efficient 
actuators.  The paragraph 5 is consecrated to the applications 
in one and two space dimension. 
II. REGIONAL GRADIENT REMEDIABILITY 
A. Problem Statement and definitions: 
Let   be an open and bounded subset of 
nIR (  3,2,1n  with a regular boundary  . Fix 0T  
and let denoted by  TQ ,0 ,  T,0 .  
Consider the system described by the parabolic equation 
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where A is a second order linear differential operator, 
which generates a strongly continuous semi-group 
  
0ttS  on the    Hilbert space  
2L  .    0* ttS  is 
considered for the adjoint semi-group of    0ttS  . 
   UTLuXUB ;,0,, 2L  where U  is a Hilbert 
space representing the control space and   1
0
HX  the 
state space. The disturbance term   XTLf ;,02  is 
generally unknown.  
The system (1) admits a unique solution 
      211
0
;,0;,0 LTCHTCy   ]9[ given by 
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Remark .1 
The disturbance function f  has a support that can be, in 
practical applications, a part   of the domain   . 
For   an open subregion of   with positive 
Lesbegue measure, we consider the operators 
     nn LL 

22:   
         yy   
and 
   

22:~ LL   

yy   
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while their adjoints, denoted by 
*

  and *~  respectively, are 
defined by 
     nn LL  22* : 
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while 
* its adjoint operator. 
The system (1) is augmented by the regional output 
equation 
   tyCtz
fufu ,,


                      (2) 
where C L     OL n ,2  , O  is a Hilbert space (observation 
space). In the case of an observation on  T,0  with q  sensors, 
we take generally 
qIRO  .  
In the autonomous case, without disturbance ( 0f ) 
and without control ( 0u ) the regional observation on 
 T,0  is given by 
    0
0,0
ytSCtz 

   
It is then normal. However, if 0f  and 0u  the 
observation is particularly disturbed on  . 
The problem consists to study the existence of an input 
operator B  (actuators), with respect to the  output operator 
C  (sensors) only on a given subregion  ,  , 
ensuring the gradient compensation at finite time T , of any 
disturbance acting on the system, that is 
For any  XTLf ;,02 , there exists  UTLu ;,02  such 
that 
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this is equivalent to 
0 FfCHuC    
where H  and F  are two operators defined by 
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This leads to the following definitions  
Definition .1 
1- We say that the system (1) augmented by the output 
equation (2) is exactly regionally  -gradient f - 
remediable on  T,0 , if there exists a control 
 UTLu ;,02  such that  
0 FfCHuC    
2- We say that the system (1) augmented by the output 
equation (2) is weakly  -gradient f - remediable on 
 T,0 , if for every ,0 there exists a control 
 UTLu ;,02  such that  
0
qIR
FfCHuC

  
3- We say that the system (1) augmented by the output 
equation (2) is exactly (resp. weakly)  -gradient 
remediable on  T,0 , if for every  XTLf ;,02  the 
system (1)–(2) is exactly (resp. weakly)  -gradient 
f - remediable on  T,0 . 
B. Characterizations 
We can characterize the notions of exact regional gradient 
remediability and of weak regional gradient remediability by 
the following propositions 
Proposition .1 
Let  XTLf ;,02  
1- The system (1) – (2) is exactly  -gradient f - 
remediable on  T,0  if and only if 
 HCFfC 

 Im  
2- The system (1) – (2) is weakly  -gradient f - 
remediable on  T,0  if and only if 
 HCFfC 

 Im  
Proof  
1- We assume that the system (1) – (2) is exactly 
 -gradient f - remediable on  T,0 , then there exists 
 UTLu ;,02  such that  
0 FfCHuC

  
 
1
HuCuHCHuCFfC 

  
with  uu 1   UTLu ;,0
2
1
  then 
HCFfC 

 Im . 
Conversely, we assume that HCFfC    Im , 
then there exists  UTLu ;,02  such that 
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HuCFfC 

  that is 0 HuCFfC    this 
gives   0 uHCFfC   .  
We put  UTLuu ;,02
1
  where the system (1) – (2) is 
exactly  -gradient f - remediable on  T,0 . 
2- We assume that the system (1) – (2) is weakly 
 -gradient f - remediable on  T,0 ,then  
 UTLu ;,0,0 2  such that  



qIR
HuCFfC  , that is to say 
 UTLu ;,0,0 2  such that  
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
 Im . 
Conversely, we assume that  HCFfC    Im , then  
 UTLu ;,0,0 2
1
  such that  


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qIR
HuCFfC
1
. 
We put  UTLuu ;,02
1
 , then 
 UTLu ;,0,0 2  such that  



qIR
HuCFfC  where the system (1) – (2) is 
weakly  -gradient f - remediable on  T,0 . 
Proposition .2 
1- The system (1) – (2) is exactly  -gradient remediable 
on  T,0  if and only if 
HCFC    ImIm  
2- The system (1) – (2) is weakly  -gradient remediable 
on  T,0  if and only if 
HCFC 

 ImIm  
Proof  
1- We assume that the system (1) – (2) is exactly  
  -gradient remediable on  T,0  then  XTLf ;,02  
the system (1) – (2) is exactly  -gradient f - remediable 
on  T,0  and from the Proposition .1, we have, 
 XTLf ;,02 : HCFfC    Im , this gives  
HCFC    ImIm  
Conversely, we assume that  
HCFC    ImIm and we show that the system 
(1)–(2) is exactly  -gradient remediable on  T,0 . Let 
 XTLf ;,02  then FCFf    ImC   
since HCFC    ImIm we have  
HCFfC 

 Im  then there exists  
 UTLu ;,02  such that HuCFfC     that is 
0 HuCFfC

  this gives  
  0 uHCFfC

  
We put  UTLuu ;,02
1
  where the system (1) – (2) is 
exactly  -gradient remediable on  T,0 . 
2- We assume that the system (1) – (2) is weakly 
 -gradient remediable on  T,0 , then 
 XTLf ;,02  the system (1) – (2) is weakly 
 -gradient f - remediable on  T,0  and from the 
Proposition .1, we have,  XTLf ;,02 : 
HCFfC 

 Im , this gives  
HCFC 

 ImIm  
Conversely, we assume that HCFC    ImIm and 
we show that the system (1) – (2) is weakly  -gradient 
remediable on  T,0 .  
Let  XTLf ;,02  then FCFfC    Im  since 
HCFC 

 ImIm then   HCFfC    Im  
this leads to  UTLu ;,0,0 2  such that 



qIR
HuCFfC   
by putting  UTLuu ;,02
1
  this gives  
 UTLu ;,0,0 2
1
  such that  



qIR
HuCFfC
1
where the system (1) – (2) is 
weakly  -gradient remediable.  
III. REGIONAL GRADIENT REMEDIABILITY AND REGIONAL 
GRADIENT CONTROLABILITY 
Firstly, we recall the definition of exact and weak regional 
gradient controllability given in ]10[. 
Definition .2 
1- The system (1) is said to be exactly  -gradient 
controllable on  T,0 , if   nd Ly 2  there exist a 
control  UTLu ;,02  such that  
  dyTy 

  
2- The system (1) is said weakly  -gradient controllable 
on  T,0  if   nd Ly 2 , ,0  
there exist a control  UTLu ;,02  such that 
 
  


 n
L
dyTy
2
 
Then, we have the following proposition 
Proposition .3 
If the system (1) – (2) is exactly  -gradient controllable on 
 T,0 , then it is exactly  -gradient remediable on  T,0 . 
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2- If the system (1) – (2) is weakly  -gradient controllable 
on  T,0 , then it is weakly  -gradient remediable on 
 T,0 . 
Proof  
1-  We assume that the system (1) – (2) is exactly 
 -gradient controllable on  T,0  and let 
  0yTSy d 

  then there exists  UTLu ;,02  
such that     0yTSTy     and since the 
linearity of the operator restriction   we obtain 
    00 yTSFfHuyTS 

  this 
leads to 0 FfHu    then let 
0 FfCHuC

  and then the system (1) - (2) 
is exactly  -gradient remediable on  T,0 . 
We assume that the system (1) – (2) is weakly  -gradient 
controllable on  T,0  and let   0yTSy d    then 
,0 there exists  UTLu ;,02  such that 
   
  


 n
L
yTSTy
2
0 , that is to say 
      nLFfHu 2 .  
Since the operator C  is continue, consequently we have 
  nq LIR FfHukFfCHuC   2  with 
0k  where the system (1) – (2) is weakly  -gradient 
remediable on  T,0 .  
IV. REGIONALLY GRADIENT EFFICIENT ACTUATORS AND 
SENSORS 
We suppose that the system (1) is excited by p  zone 
actuators    
iipiii
Hgg 

1
01
,, , 
i
  in this case the 
control space is  
pIRU   and the operator B  is given by   
              
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Its adjoint is given by 
p
T
p
IRzgzgzgzB
p
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

,,,,,,
21
21
*        (3) 
Also suppose that the regional output of the system (2) is 
given by q  sensors    iiqiii DLhhD
2
1
,, 

, being the 
spatial distribution,  ii hD supp for qi ,,1  and 

ji
DD   for ji  , that is the sensors are located 
regionally, then the operator C  is defined by  
  
   
 
 
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T
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its adjoint is given by 
*C  with for   qTq IR  ,,, 21   
      n
q
i
iiD
q
i
iiD
LxhxhC
ii
 2
11
* ,, 








 

        
(4) 
Lemma .1  ]11[ 
Let WV ,  and Z  be reflexive Banach spaces, 
 ZVP ,L  and  ZWQ ,L . Then the following 
properties are equivalent: 
i. QP ImIm   
ii. 0  such that ***** ,
**
ZzzQzP
WV
*    
We have the following characterizations  
Proposition .4 
1- The system (1) - (2) is exactly  -gradient remediable on 
 T,0  if and only if there exists 0  such that for 
every qIR , we have 
 
 
 
 pIRTL
XTL
CTSB
CTS
;,0
*****
';,0
****
2
2
.
.






 
2- The system (1) - (2) is weakly  -gradient remediable on 
 T,0  if and only if 
   ********* kerker CFCFB

   
Proof  
1- It follows from the fact that 
  ******** . CTSCF

   and that 
  ********* . CTSBCH

   and since the 
Proposition .2, we put FCP    and HCQ    
and using the lemma .1. 
2- We assume that the system (1) - (2) is weakly 
 -gradient remediable on  T,0 and we show that 
   ********* kerker CFCFB

   
Let 
qIR  such that 0*****  CFB , and we have 
 
 




.
.
***
**
TSBH
TSF
 
then, 
00 *********  

CHCFB  
this gives  ****ker CH   and we have 
     ****kerIm CHHC

 .  
Since the hypothesis and the Proposition .2, we have 
HCFC 

 ImIm  then 
   ****kerIm CHFC

  
     ****2 ker:;,0 CHFfCXTLf

  
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0,  

FfC  because  ****ker CH    
         ****kerIm CFFC   

 
Where the result. 
Conversely, assume that 
   ********* kerker CFCFB

   and we show that  
HCFC 

 ImIm  
Let  XTLf ;,02  such that FCf  Im , we have 
   ****kerIm CHHC

 . 
 For every qIR  such that 0****  CH , that is 
0*****  

CFB we have 0
****  

CF  because 
   ********* kerker CFCFB

   , 
then 0,   FfC  
Where the result. 
Corollary .1 
The system (1) - (2) is exactly  - gradient remediable on 
 T,0  if and only if  0  such that qIR , we have 
 
 
 
 






p
i
T
Li
T
L
dsCsTSg
dsCsTS
i
1 0
2
****
0
2
****
2
2
, 



 
Proof  
Since the Proposition .1, the system (1) - (2) is exactly 
 -gradient remediable on  T,0  if and only if there exists 
0  such that for every qIR , we have 
 
 
 
 
2
;,0
*****
2
;,0
****
2
*2
.
.
pIRTL
XTL
CTSB
CTS






 
By using (3) the formula of the operator 
*B , we have  
 
 




p
i
T
i
T
X
dsCsTSg
dsCsTS
1 0
2
****
0
2
'
****
, 



 
Where the result. 
In the suite, we consider without loss of generality, the 
system (1) with a dynamics A of the form 
 
 




mr
j
jm
L
jm
m
m
ADywwyAy
11
,,
2
     
where  
1
1


m
rjjm m
w  is an orthogonal basis in  10H  of 
eigenvectors of A orthonormal in  2L , associated to 
eigenvalues 0
m
  with a multiplicity 
m
r . It is well known 
that A  generates on the Hilbert space  2L  a strongly 
continuous semi-group   
0t
tS  given by [12, 13] 
 
 




m
m
r
j
jm
L
jm
m
t
wwyeytS
11
2
,

    (5) 
Corollary .2 
The system (1)-(2) is exactly  -gradient remediable on 
 T,0  if and only if  0  such that qIR , we have 
 
  
  
 
 

 











p
i
T
jmi
r
j
jm
m
sT
m
r
j
L
mj
T
m
dswgwCe
wCe
m
m
m
n
m
1 0
2
1
**
1
1 1
2
**2
,,
,1
2
1
2







 
Proof  
Since the corollary .1, the system (1) - (2) is exactly 
 -gradient remediable on  T,0  if and only if there exists 
0  such that for every qIR , we have 
 
 
 





p
i
T
Li
T
X
dsCsTSg
dsCsTS
i
1 0
2
****
0
2
'
****
2
, 



 
By using the formula (5) of the operator 
*S , we obtain 
 
 
 
 





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T r
j
jm
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T
L
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dsCsTS
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0 1
2
***
1
2
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2
****
,
2





                                              
 


m
m
r
j
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T
m m
wCe
1
2
**2
1
,1
2
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


 
and 
 
 
  

 













p
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T
jmi
r
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jm
m
sT
p
i
T
Li
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dsCsTSg
m
m
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1 0
2
1
***
1
1 0
2
****
,,
,
2

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


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Where the result. 
By using (5) the formula of the operator *C , we have the 
following corollary 
Corollary .3 
The system (1) - (2) is exactly  -gradient remediable on 
 T,0  if and only if  0  such that qIR , we have 
 
 
 
ds
x
w
hwge
x
w
he
p
i
T r
j
n
k
q
l k
mj
lljmi
m
sT
m
r
j
n
k
q
l DLk
mj
ll
T
m
m
m
m
l
m
2
1 0 1 1 11
1 1 1 1
2
2
,,
,1
2
1
2
  
 
   

   



















 
Proof  
Since the corollary .2, the system (1) - (2) is exactly 
regionally gradient remediable in   on  T,0  if and only if 
there exists 0  such that for every qIR , we have 
 
  
  
 
 

 





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




p
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T
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r
j
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m
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m
r
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T
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m
m
m
n
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2
1
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1
1 1
2
**2
,,
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2
1
2

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




 
in addition, by using (4) the formula of the operator 
*C , we 
obtain 
     
  n
l
l
l
nn
L
n
mj
mj
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q
l
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q
l
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q
l
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L
mj
L
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x
w
x
w
x
w
h
h
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

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


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2
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~
~
~
,
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2
1
1
1
1
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
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

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

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
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
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
 
 


21 1
~,
L
n
k
q
l k
mj
llD
x
w
h
l
 


  
 lDL
n
k
q
l k
mj
ll
x
w
h
21 1
,
  

   
Where the result.  
This characterization shows that the remediability of a 
system may depend on the structure of the actuators and 
sensors. 
By analogy with the concept of regionally gradient 
strategic actuator, we introduce the notion of regionally 
gradient efficient actuator, as follows  
Definition .3 
The actuators    
iipiii
Lgg 

2
1
,,  are said to be 
regionally gradient efficient if the system (1) - (2) so excited 
is weakly regionally gradient remediable. 
The actuators regionally gradient efficient define actions 
with the structure (spatial distribution, location and 
number) can compensate the effect of disturbance 
distributed on the system.  
We have then the following characterization of the 
regionally gradient efficient actuators. 
For 1m , let mM  be the matrix of order  mrp  
defined by   piwgM
ji
jmim
 1,,  and mrj 1  and 
let 
m
G  be the matrix of order  
m
rq  defined by 
 
qi
x
w
hG
ji
n
k
DLk
jm
im
i











 

1,,
1
2
  and 
m
rj 1 . 
Proposition .5 
The actuators    
iipiii
Lgg 

2
1
,,  are  -gradient 
efficient if and only if  
   


mm
m
fMC kerker
1
***

   
where, for 1m ,  
 
 
m
m
r
T
rmmm
m
q
m
IR
wCwCwC
fIRf



,,,,,,
:
***
2
***
1
*** 




 
Proof  
1- We assume that the actuators    
iipiii
Lgg 

2
1
,,  
are  -gradient efficient and we show that  
   


mm
m
fMC kerker
1
***

   
Since the proposition .1, the system (1) - (2) is weakly 
 -gradient remediable on  T,0  if and only if 
   ********* kerker CFCFB

   
Let qIR , we have 
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  

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 
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and we have 1m , 
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If we assume that  
mm
m
fMker
1
 , then  
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Where the result. 
Corollary .4 
If there exists 1
0
m  such that  
qGrank T
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
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On the other hand,  
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  ***ker C

 0***  C  
then for
0
m that appear in the hypothesis and by using 
(4) the formula of the operator *C , we obtain 
    
 
0
2
0
2020
,,1,0,
,,
1 1
****
m
q
l DL
n
k k
jm
ll
L
jm
L
jm
rj
x
w
h
wCwC
l
n





 
 





 
T
m
T
m
GG
00
ker0    
and since qGrank
T
m

0
then  0ker
0
T
m
G  this gives 
0 . That is to say  
   0ker ***  C

  
Finally, the demonstration follows directly from the 
Proposition .2. 
Corollary .5 
If there exists 1
0
m  such that  
  qGrank T
m

0
  
and if 
  qGMrank T
mm

00
                (7) 
Or                                  
            
00 mm
rMrank                      (8) 
then the actuators    
iipiii
Lgg 

2
1
,,  are regionally 
gradient efficient.  
Proof  
Assume that there exists 1
0
m  such that 
  qGMrank T
nn

00
.  
The matrix  T
mm
GM
00
 is of order qp . From the 
theorem of rank to matrices  ]14[, we have  
     qGMGMrank T
mm
T
mm

0000
kerdim  
then    0kerdim
00
T
mm
GM  witch is equivalent to 
   0ker
00
T
mm
GM    0ker
1


T
mm
m
GM  
Since the Corollary .4, that is equivalent to the regionally 
gradient efficient of the actuators    
iipiii
Lgg 

2
1
,, . 
Now, we suppose that   qGrank T
m

0
  and 
 
00 mm
rMrank  .  
The matrix  TmG 0  is of order qrm 0 . By using the theorem 
of rank to matrices  ]14[, we have  
     qGGrank T
m
T
m

00
kerdim  
then,    0kerdim
0
T
m
G . That is equivalent to 
   0ker
0
T
m
G                 (9) 
The same, the matrix  
0m
M  is of order 
0m
rp . By using 
the theorem of rank for matrices  ]14[, we have  
    
000
kerdim
mmm
rMMrang   
And from (8), we obtain    0kerdim
0

m
M  which is 
equivalent to 
   0ker
0

m
M              (10) 
On the other hand, let  T
mm
GM
00
ker , then 
  0
00
T
mm
GM  which gives   0
00
T
mm
GM .  
From (10), we obtain 0
0
T
m
G  and from (9), we obtain 
0  then    0ker
00
T
mm
GM  and then,  
   0ker
1


T
mm
m
GM  
which is equivalent, from the Corollary .4, to the regionally 
gradient efficient of the actuators    
iipiii
Lgg 

2
1
,, . 
Remark .2 
1) The condition (7) pq   
2) The condition pq   is not necessary for actuators 
to be regionally gradient efficient. Indeed, in the 
case of a single actuator  
11
, g  and of q  
sensors  
qiii
hD
1
, , with 1q ,  
 
mrj
jmm
wgM


1
1
, is of order  mr1 and 
qi
rj
n
k k
jm
i
T
m
m
x
w
hG












 
1
11
, is of order  qr
m
  
consequently  
qi
r
j
n
k k
jm
ijm
T
mm
m
x
w
hwgGM

 










 
1
1 1
1
,,  
is of order  q1 .   
From the Corollary .4, if there exists 1
0
m  such 
that qGrank T
m

0
, then  
11
, g  is regionally 
gradient efficient if and only if    0ker
1


T
mm
m
GM . 
Then, if there exists 
m
nnn ,,,
21
  such that 
ji
nn   
for ji   and 
   0ker
,1


T
nn
mi
ii
GM          (11) 
then  
11
, g  is regionally gradient efficient. In 
particular if qm , the condition (11) is equivalent to 
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0
,,,,
,,,,
1 1
1
1 1
11
1 1
1
1 1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1











  
  
qn
q
q
qn
q
q
nn
r
j
n
k k
jn
qjn
r
j
n
k k
jn
jn
r
j
n
k k
jn
qjn
r
j
n
k k
jn
jn
x
w
hwg
x
w
hwg
x
w
hwg
x
w
hwg



 
V. APPLICATIONS 
Let   be an open and bounded subset of nIR , with a 
sufficiently regular boundary  . We consider the 
following diffusion system with a Dirichlet boundary 
condition 
         
   
   

















Tty
xyxy
Ttuxgtxytx
t
y
p
i
iii
,00,
,0,
,0,,
0
1


   (12) 
For   an open subregion of   with positive 
Lesbegue measure, the system (12) is augmented by the 
regional output equation 
   
T
n
i DLi
q
n
i DLi q
x
y
h
x
y
h
yCz














 11
1
2
1
2
,,,, 

      (13) 
If the system (12) is disturbed by    22 ;,0 LTLf , it is 
written 
           
   
   

















Tty
xyxy
Ttxftuxgtxytx
t
y
p
i
iii
,00,
0,
,0,,,
0
1


  (14) 
The operator   admits an orthonormal basis of 
eigenfunctions   
mrj
m
jm
w


1
1  associated with the eigenvalues 
 
1mm
 of multiplicity 
m
r  and given by  
1;  mww
jmmjm
  and mrj ,,1 . 
Application 1:  
Case one dimensional with  1,0 . The 
eigenfunctions of    are given by 
    1;sin2  mxmxw
m
  and the associated 
eigenvalues are simple and given by 
1;22  mm
m
 . The semi-group generated by  is 
given by  
 
mm
m
tm wwyeytS ,
1
22


   
In the case of a sensor  hD, , with    hD supp . Let 
0
m  such that 
 
0,
2
0 
DL
m
dx
dw
h . By using the Corollary .5, 
an actuator  
11
, g  is regionally gradient efficient if and 
only if 0,
01

m
wg , let     0sin
1
01


dxxmxg  . Thus for 
example, if 
01 m
wg  , then the actuator  11, g  is 
regionally gradient efficient.  
Application 2:  
Case of a rectangle with     ,0,0  . In this 
case, the eigenvectors of  are defined by  
  1,;sinsin
2
, 











 nm
ynxm
yxw
nm





 
and the associated eigenvalues are 
1,;2
2
2
2
2






 nm
nm
nm


 .  
It is known ]15[, that in the case of a square domain, with 
1  , we have   222  nm
nm
 and 1sup
1,


nm
nm
r . 
From the Corollary .5, the system (14) augmented by (13) is 
weakly regionally gradient remediable in  if there 
exists 1,
00
nm  such that  
 T
nm
Grank
00
  qGMrank T
nmnm

0000
 
Thus, in the case of a sensor, a single actuator may be 
regionally gradient efficient, for any   and  . Indeed, 
 
11
, g  is regionally gradient efficient if there exists 
0
m , 1
0
n  such that 
0,,,,
00
00
00
00
00
00
11








nmnm r
j
jnm
jnm
r
j
jnm
jnm
y
w
hwg
x
w
hwg (15) 
where  
00
00 1 nmrj
jnm
w

are the eigenvectors associated with the 
eigenvalue 
00nm
 . That is the case for example if 
jnm
wg
001
 where 000 jnm  are such that  
   
0,,
2
00
2
00 





DL
jnm
DL
jnm
y
w
h
x
w
h  
what is always possible because h  is not identically zero. 
Then, the actuator  
11
, g  is regionally gradient efficient. 
Remark .3 
1) In the case where IQ
2
2


, we have 
1,;1  nmr
nm
 ]15[, the condition (15) 
becomes  
0,,,, 00
00
00
00 11






y
w
hwg
x
w
hwg
nm
nm
nm
nm
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that is to say 
   
0
cossinsincos
,sinsin,
2
000000
00
1
1















































dydx
ynxmnynxmm
yxhdydx
ynxm
yxg
D















 
with    hsuppD . 
In the case of a square domain, the condition (15) becomes 
   
      0,,,
,,
000
00
1
00
1
1

















D
jnmnjm
r
j
jnm
dydxyx
y
w
yx
x
w
yxh
dydxyxwyxg
nm
 
One actuator may be regionally gradient efficient. Thus, for 
example, h  such that  
   
0,,
2
000
2
000 





DL
jnm
DL
jnm
y
w
h
x
w
h  and 
0001 jnm
wg   
the actuator  
11
, g  is regionally gradient efficient. 
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The concept developed in this paper is related to the 
regional gradient remediability in connection with the 
regionally gradient efficient actuators. Then, new notions of 
weak and exact regional gradient remediability are introduced 
and characterized. The relation between the notion of 
regional gradient remediability and the notion of regional 
gradient controllability is also study. We have shown that a 
system parabolic is regionally gradient remediable if it is 
regionally gradient controllable. Main properties and 
characterization results are given. Furthermore, we have 
shown that the exact and weak regional gradient 
remediability of a system may depend on the structure and the 
number of the actuators and sensors. Various interesting 
results concerning the choice of the regionally gradient 
efficient actuators and applications to a diffusion system are 
given. Many questions remain open, such as the choice of the 
optimal control ensuring the regional gradient remediability 
using an extension of Hilbert Uniqueness Method. This 
question is still under consideration and the results with 
numerical simulations will appear in a separate paper.  
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